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Abstract
The rich experimental landscape of exclusive vector meson production at the
high energy electron–proton collider HERA is reviewed, with emphasis on the
transition from soft to hard diffraction and QCD interpretations.
1 Introduction
Vector meson (VM) production at HERA is illustrated in Fig. 1(left): the intermediate photon converts
into a diffractively scattered qq¯ pair forming a VM, while the proton remains intact or is diffractively
excited into the system Y . Here Q2 is the negative square of the photon four-momentum, W the photon-
proton center of mass energy (W ≃ Q2/x, x being the Bjorken scaling variable) and t the square of the
four-momentum transfer at the proton vertex.
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Fig. 1: (left) Diffractive vector meson electroproduction; (right) DVCS process (LO diagram).
The bulk of diffractive processes is governed by soft physics, which is described by Regge theory,
whereas the presence of a hard scale allows the use of perturbative calculations and the QCD under-
standing of diffraction. The scale can be provided by the photon virtuality Q, the quark mass or the
momentum transfer
√
|t|.
At large energy, VM production can be described in the proton rest frame as the factorisation of
three processes: the fluctuation of the virtual photon into a qq¯ colour dipole [1, 2], the (flavour inde-
pendent) elastic (or proton dissociative) dipole-proton scattering, and the qq¯ recombination into the final
state VM. The dipole-proton scattering is governed by the transverse size of the dipole, the characteristic
scale of the interaction for longitudinal amplitudes of light VM and for heavy VM being 1/4(Q2+M2V ).
Cross sections are thus expected to scale with this variable [3, 4] (for light VM transverse amplitudes,
the scale is reduced by photon wave function effects).
The dipole-proton scattering is modelled in perturbative QCD (pQCD) as the exchange of a colour
singlet two-gluon system (leading order) or a BFKL ladder (LL 1/x approximation). Cross sections
are thus given by the square of the gluon density in the proton, which is rapidly increasing at small
x [5, 6]. The ensuing strong increase with W of VM production is a characteristic feature of hard
diffraction. Beyond the LL 1/x approximation, kt-unintegrated gluon distributions obtained from the
Q2 logarithmic derivative of the usual gluon distribution are used [3, 4, 7, 8]. Kinematics imply that, for
large VM masses or largeQ2 values, the longitudinal momenta carried by the two gluons are different [9].
At small x but without requiring the presence of a hard scale, several models attempt at describing VM
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production using universal dipole-proton cross sections measured in inclusive processes [10, 11, 12],
often including saturation effects [13, 14, 15].
In a complementary appraoch, a collinear factorisation theorem [16] has been proven in QCD for
VM longitudinal amplitudes in the deep inelastic (DIS) domain, for all values of x. This approach relies
on generalised parton distributions (GPD) [17], which take into account parton longitudinal correlations
and intrinsic kt (see e.g. the calculations of [18]).
The studies at HERA cover the elastic and proton dissociative production of real photons (DVCS
process) and of ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ, ψ(2s) and Υ mesons, in a large phase space domain: 0 < Q2 < 90 GeV2,
30 < W < 300 GeV, 0 < |t| < 30 GeV2. The photoproduction (Q2 ≃ 0) of light VM at small |t| is
governed by soft physics, whereas heavy VM production is hard and pQCD calculable. The transition
from soft to hard diffraction is studied with light VM electroproduction (Q2 > a few GeV2). Large |t|
studies give specific access to hard, BFKL-type processes.
Cross sections, expressed in terms of γ∗p scattering, are measured as a function of Q2, W and t,
and angular distributions give access to spin density matrix elements and helicity amplitudes.
2 From soft to hard diffraction: the mass scale
Total cross sections for VM photoproduction are presented as a function of the proton-photon center of
mass energy W in Fig. 2. They are parametrized, in a Regge inspired form, as σ(γ∗p) ∝ W δ with
δ = 4 (αIP (〈t〉)− 1) and αIP (t) = αIP (0) + α′ · t.
Fig. 2: VM photoproduction cross sections (from[19]).
The soft pomeron trajectory measured in hadron-hadron interactions with intercept αIP (0) ≃ 1.1
and slope α′ ≃ 0.25 GeV−2 describes well the weak energy dependence of the total photoproduction
cross section and of light vector meson production (ρ [20, 21, 22], ω [23], φ [21, 24]).
The energy dependence of heavy vector mesons (J/ψ [25, 26], ψ(2s) [27], Υ [19, 28]) is strikingly
different, with much larger values of δ and αIP (0). This hard behaviour confirms QCD expectations, the
hard scale being provided by the heavy quark mass. For Υ production, the strong rise of the cross section
is described by calculations using GPD’s, which take into account the contributions of the real part of
the amplitudes and the strong kinematical constraints due to the large VM mass.
The |t| distributions, which are exponentially falling for |t|<∼ 1 GeV
2
, are also strikingly different
for light and heavy VM: the exponential b slopes values are around 8−10 GeV−2 for ρ photoproduction
and around 4 − 5 GeV−2 for J/ψ. Since the slope results from the convolution of the transverse sizes
of the proton, of the qq¯ dipole and of the exchanged system, the shallower |t| distributions for heavy VM
supports the dominance of small dipoles, related to the large quark mass.
The slope α′ of the effective Regge trajectory, which measures the correlation between the W and
t dependences, is smaller for J/ψ photoproduction (α′ ≃ 0.12 − 0.16 GeV−2) than for soft hadronic
diffraction, which may be another signature of hard diffraction.
3 From soft to hard diffraction: the Q2 scale
Deeply virtual Compton scattering The DVCS process in electroproduction, e + p → e + γ +
p [29, 30], is described at leading order in Fig. 1(right), with the use of GPD’s taken at the scale µ2 = Q2.
The W and t dependences are significantly harder than for photoproduction of light VM, and similar to
those of heavy VM at the scale µ2 = 1/4(Q2+M2V ) (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3: (left) Evolution with the scale µ2 of the parameter αIP (0), describing theW dependence of DVCS and of VM production
(the dashed lines show typical values for soft diffraction); (right) b slope parameters of the |t| distributions.
Electroproduction of ρ and φ mesons The Q2 dependences of light (ρ [31, 32] and φ [32, 33]) VM
electroproduction are roughly described by power laws 1/Q2n, with n ≃ 2.−2.5. Several effects modify
the simple n = 3 dependence expected in a naive two-gluon approach for the longitudinal cross sections,
in particular the Q2 dependence of the gluon distribution at small x, the Q2 dependence of the ratio
R = σL/σT of the longitudinal to transverse cross sections, and the delayed approach to hard diffraction
of the latter. VM WF effects may also play a role.
A good description of the Q2 dependence is given by pQCD approaches using kt-unintegrated
gluon distributions (MRT [7]) or GPD [18] (not shown). Dipole models using different saturation and
wave function parametrizations (FSS [10], KMW [11], DF [12]) attempt with reasonable success at
describing VM production over the full Q2 range, including photoproduction.
The W dependences for ρ and φ mesons become harder as Q2 increases, with αIP (0) reaching
values similar to those of J/ψ photoproduction, αIP (0) ≃ 1.3, for 1/4(Q2 +M2)>∼ 3− 5 GeV
2 (Fig. 3
left). Similarly, the t dependence of light VM production becomes shallower has Q2 increases, which
provides another indication of the role of small dipoles at high Q2. The slope of the effective Regge
trajectory has a value smaller than for the soft pomeron, α′ ≃ 0.10 − 0.15 GeV−2.
J/ψ electroproduction For heavy VM electroproduction [26, 34], Q2 provides a second hard scale,
in addition to the quark mass. The energy dependence, parametrized with αIP (0) ≃ 1.2− 1.3, and the t
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Fig. 4: Q2 dependence of ρ production cross section (from[31, 32]).
dependence, with b ≃ 4 − 5 GeV−2, do not depend significantly on Q2 (Fig. 3). Indications are found
that the effective trajectory slope is reduced, with α′ = 0.07 ± 0.05 GeV−2.
4 Universality; factorisation
Figure 5 presents elastic production cross sections for ρ, ω, φ and J/ψ, divided by the preliminary ρ
measurement of H1 and scaled by the VM charge content, as a function of Q2 (left) and as a function
of (Q2+M2V ) (right). Whereas they differ by orders of magnitude at small Q2, the ratios are close to
1 when plotted as a function of the scaling variable (Q2+M2V ). This supports the idea that the cross
sections are essentially determined by the dipole size, with little flavour dependence (WF effects should
however be taken into account for detailed comparisons).
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Fig. 5: Ratios of VM elastic production cross sections, divided by the (preliminary) ρ measurements of H1 (shown as the line
at 1) and scaled according to the quark charge content (ρ : φ : J/ψ= 8 : 2 : 9), plotted as a function of Q2 (left) and (Q2+M2V )
(right).
Universality is also supported by the common W and t dependences of the different VM, for the
scale µ2 >∼ 3− 5 GeV
2 (Fig. 3, αIP (0) and b parameters).
The ratio of the elastic to proton dissociation cross sections for t = 0 are independent of Q2 [32],
which supports the factorisation of the processes at the photon and proton vertices.
Factorisation is confirmed [32] by the Q2 independence of the difference between the longitudinal
and transverse slopes, bL − bT , a quantity which is also found to be consistent for different VM and
expected to be related to the proton size.
5 Large t scattering
A hard scale for diffractive VM production is also provided by |t|. For large |t| J/ψ production, a hard
scale is present at both ends of the exchange, and no strong kt ordering along the ladder is expected,
which is typical for BFKL calculations.
In these processes, dominated by proton dissociation, the t dependence of the cross sections obeys
power laws, both for ρ [35, 36] and J/ψ [37, 38] photoproduction. They are well described by BFKL-
based pQCD calculations with fixed αs and also, for |t| <∼m2ψ, using the DGLAP evolution (Fig. 6 left).
BFKL calculations also describe the W evolution (Fig. 6 right), at variance with DGLAP, but does not
describe well the spin density matrix elements.
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Fig. 6: t (left) and W (right) dependences of J/ψ production with |t| > 2 GeV2 (from[37, 38]).
For J/ψ photoproduction with |t| >∼ 2 GeV
2
, the slope of the effective Regge trajectory tends to
be negative.
6 Helicity amplitudes
The measurement of angular distributions gives access to spin density matrix elements, which are related
to the helicity amplitudes. Figure 7 (left) presents the 15 ρmatrix elements as a function ofQ2, compared
to predictions of a GPD model (GK [18]). Other models also describe qualitatively the data, but not
quantitatively, e.g. the kt-unintegrated gluon model (INS [4], with sensitivity to parametrizations of the
ρ WF).
The s-channel helicity conserving (SCHC) amplitudes are dominant, with the longitudinal ampli-
tude larger than the transverse one (Fig. 7 right, bottom). A significant contribution of the transverse to
longitudinal helicity flip amplitude, increasing with |t|, is observed (Fig. 7 right, up). These features are
qualitatively understood in pQCD [8].
7 Conclusions
Studies of DVCS and VM production at HERA provide a rich and varied field for the QCD understanding
of diffraction and the testing of calculations, over a large kinematic domain. Whereas soft diffraction,
similar to hadronic interactions, dominates light VM photoproduction, typical features of hard diffraction
arise with the developments of hard scales provided by Q2, the quark mass or |t|, in particular hard W
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and shallow t dependences. Calculations based on pQCD, notably using GPD approaches, and models
using universal dipole cross sections describe the data relatively well. Angular distributions and the
measurement of spin density matrix elements give a detailed access to the polarisation amplitudes, which
is also understood in QCD.
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